
Code of conduct student korfball   

 
  



Preface   
It is important for everyone that they can enjoy every aspect of student korfball, both in and out of 

the field. In order to facilitate such a goal it is essential to have a safe (social) environment. In June 

2021 this document has been drafted to serve as a code of conduct for all student korfball 

associations (SKV’s) that have signed the document. As of right now all Dutch SKV’s have signed the 

document (SKV Amsterdam, ESKV Attila, WSKV Débaldérin, RSKV Erasmus, USKV Hebbes,   

MSKV De Hippo’s, SKV Melmac, DSKV Paal Centraal, GSKV De Parabool, NSKV SkunK en SKV 

Vakgericht). As such, all rules mentioned in the code of conduct apply to all members of these 

associations (including trainers and coaches), as well as all guests present at matches and 

tournaments organised by these associations. This code of conduct applies not only to internal 

matches and activities of the associations, but also external activities that facilitate several (if not all) 

SKV’s. Examples include (but are not limited to) the student korfball tournaments, organised by the 

SKV’s, as well as the Nederlands Studenten Kampioenschap Korfbal (NSKK) and the student korfball 

gala, both organised by the studentenkorfbalcommissie (SKC). It is advised for these external 

activities to have an appointed contact person for social safety within the organisation. This person 

can be approached by participants of an activity when the code of conduct is (threatened to be) 

violated, or when they feel uncomfortable or unsafe. It is also strongly advised to clearly provide the 

contact information and a picture of the contact person in the announcement of the activity.  

    

General code of conduct  

- We are collectively responsible for providing a safe environment for everyone.  

- We do not interact with other people in a disrespectful or offensive manner.  

- We do not abuse or sexually intimidate other people.  

- We do not molest or attack other people, neither verbally nor physically.  

- We handle facilities and property that are not ours with respect.  

- We realise that we represent our association. We ensure we do not damage the reputation 

and name of our association.  

- We are aware of the negative effects of alcohol- and drug consumption, and ensure that 

people around us are not inconvenienced by our consumption.  

- We do not provide alcohol to members under 18 years of age.  

- We collectively ensure that these rules are not broken by anyone. When we notice behaviour 

that does not comply with these rules we address this to the person in question. If several 

SKV’s are involved with the incident, they collectively handle the issue.  

- In situations not (directly) covered by the code of conduct, it is our collective responsibility to 

handle it in line with the code of conduct.  

  



Code of conduct within the korfball field  

- Regardless of the behaviour of others, we always behave sportsmanlike. -  We help our 

teammates both inside and outside the field.  

- We show respect to the opposition, the referee, the trainer/coach and the audience.  

- We accept decisions made by the referee.  

- We prove ourselves to be a good host for visiting clubs and referees. When we are visiting 

another club, we behave respectfully.  

- These rules also apply to matches during any kind of tournament.  

Consequences   

Violation of the code of conduct can result in consequences for the violating member(s). The nature 

of the consequence is decided by the board of the relevant SKV, namely the one they are a member 

of, and is dependent on the situation. In the case where several SKV’s are involved they can 

collectively decide on a consequence if this is desired. Possible consequences include:` - A warning.  

- Exclusion from matches or activities.  

- Indefinite suspension or suspension for a set period.  

- Revoking of membership of the SKV.  

A suspension is a heavier case of exclusion, with which the board of an SKV can revoke (a part of) the 

rights that come with membership.  

  

  

To conclude  

It is important to emphasize that members always have the freedom to contact the board or a 

confidential contact person (VCP), when they feel like the code of conduct is (threatened to be) 

violated or when they feel uncomfortable or unsafe.  

  

    

Signatures of the SKC and the eleven SKV’s  

Studentenkorfbalcommissie (SKC)    SKV Amsterdam   

   



Name: Fleur Adriaansen  

Function: President 2020-2021  

ESKV Attila   

Name:   

Function:   

WSKV Débaldérin   

    

Name: Marit Bouma  

Function: President 2020-2021  

RSKV Erasmus   

Name: Ellis van de Laak  

Functon:  President  

2021  

USKV Hebbes   

    

Name:   

Function:   

Name: Lieke Veltmaat  

Function:  President 

 20202021  



MSKV De Hippo’s   

  

Name: Guy Breuls  

Function: President 2020-2021 

DSKV Paal Centraal   

  

Name: Lyanne de Haas  

Function: President 2020- 

2021  

NSKV SkunK   

  

Name: Jorn Schalkwijk  

Function: President 2020-2021  

  

  

  

SKV Melmac   

  

Name: Carien Scheepens   

Function: President 2020-2021    

GSKV De Parabool   

 

SKV Vakgericht   

  

Name: Lotte van der Terp  

Function: President 2020 - 

2021  

  

Name :   :   
    Functi on :       
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